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INTRODUCTION

Hi there - nice to meet you!

We’re Leja (27) and Luka (29) from Croatia (currently living in the USA) and we are the joint

authors of this exciting eBook, alongside our blog - Spices of Lust. We also just happen to be in a

wonderful relationship with each other! 

First of all, we’d like to say a huge thank you for buying our eBook. We really hope you enjoy it

and can gain some new ideas to help you spice up your sex life and learn to embrace your

sexuality and innermost desires.

1

Where did the idea for the eBook of Kinky Sex Ideas come from?
This whole venture stemmed from a simple wish to improve our own relationship, intimacy and

sex life. As we moved through our own journey and research, we noticed that much of the

information we encountered was inconclusive and/or a little overwhelming. 
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We assumed there must be others out there who felt the same way, and with that our blog and

the idea for this eBook were both born! We hope that in sharing our journey and the lessons we

have learnt we will be able to help, educate and inform others in a similar position.

Put simply, we want to provide you with tips and ideas on how to explore your body, emotions

and sexuality. All of the ideas we will cover have been tried and tested by us and have brought

about positive changes in our lives and relationship.

Our mission

We believe strongly in sex-positivity; there is a lot of power in developing positive attitudes

towards sex and our own sexual identities, and we are here to promote open and frank discussion.

Education is the most important tool of them all, and we want to arm you with all the vital

information you need before embarking on your journey of sexual exploration.

Our main aim is to encourage you to learn to understand your own and your partner’s bodies and

all of the physical, emotional and psychological aspects of intimacy. This will help you to

gradually develop a more fulfilling sexual experience and a stronger bond with your partner.

We believe that sex should not be a taboo subject, and will always promote open debate and

conversations. We want you to feel uplifted and empowered enough to speak about sex and

sexuality without any feelings of shame or awkwardness! We also encourage you to accept the

sexual preferences of others that may differ from your own. 

For example, some of you guys may enjoy having multiple partners, swapping partners or

participating in threesomes, and others may not be into it. Either way is absolutely fine, and we

urge you to keep an open mind! And of course, we all have varied and unique sexual orientations.

We will always encourage our readers to be accepting and understanding of practices and

preferences that differ from their own.
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Who is this eBook for?
Although the eBook and all of the ideas within are created by us (a heterosexual couple), we

absolutely welcome everybody to try them out and join us in our journey! Our ideas are versatile

and the majority can be enjoyed by people of all genders and sexual orientations.

This eBook will cover a range of sex and relationship ideas of the kinkier variety, including date

ideas, kinky sex ideas, prompts for roleplay scenarios and bondage ideas. Of course, we will also

be highlighting important fundamentals such as consent, safety and aftercare.

So, sit back, relax, and let us guide you through everything we have learnt through our own

experiences. We truly hope we can help you reboot your sex life and enjoy intimacy like never

before!

Lots of love,

Leja & Luka
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ABOUT THE ARTIST

Our amazing artist is Gema Ledesma, but you can call her Nanoaoi. 

She specialized in comic, graphic novel and illustration, in genres like terror, fun strips, erotic,

romance and action.

Her experience has led her to work with independent editors and businesses in character design,

product comics, animation storyboards, medical manuals, children books, music bands art, and

independent web comics.
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Her motto is: "Give me the opportunity to draw your story."
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CONSENT

No matter what you’re into and whether you like “vanilla” or “kinky” sex, consent is always

absolutely vital. In fact, it is the most important thing to establish before even thinking about

anything else.

Consent ensures that neither partner feels pressured or forced into doing something they are

uncomfortable with. To be valid, consent must be given freely and enthusiastically. Nobody

should feel guilted into consenting or like they have no choice but to agree. Your partner “not

saying no” is not sufficient, and someone who is under the influence of alcohol or drugs cannot

give consent to sexual activities either.

Consent should be given enthusiastically

When should I ask for consent?
Always! There are a few common myths surrounding consent, for example some people assume

that if you are in a relationship with the person you’re going to have sex with then you do not

need to obtain verbal consent. This is completely untrue; even if you are in a long-term

relationship with a person, consent is never ‘implied’ and must still be explicitly given.

7

Consent as foreplay…
Obtaining verbal consent may seem like a “mood killer”, but it needn’t be this way - consent can

be sexy! After all, what’s more exciting than having your partner ask you if you want them?
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Here are a few other ideas on how to slip consent into your conversation in the sexiest way

possible:

“Can I kiss you?”

“Can I help you get out of those clothes?”

“Do you want me inside you/to go down on you?”

“Are you ready for me to do (xyz)?”

Slipping phrases like this into dirty talk can help ensure you have enthusiastic consent for each

individual activity. What’s more, talking like this is bound to drive your partner absolutely wild –

a win-win situation for everyone involved!

Consent is the foundation that everything else must be built on, and of course, the ideas

presented in this eBook are for consenting partners only.



SAFETY

Aside from consent, safety is another incredibly important element of sex, especially when you’re

trying out things you’ve never experienced before! Pop culture often portrays the idea that

rougher sex should be ‘dangerous’ or bordering on non-consensual, but this is absolutely not the

case. Every effort should be made to ensure the ideas presented in this eBook are performed as

safely as possible, and that each party is able to stop the session at any time.

It’s true that BDSM is sometimes about pushing boundaries, but this should only ever be done in a

way that both partners find enjoyable, and any discomfort should be tolerable and pre-arranged

limits should be respected.

Push boundaries sensibly

Some of the most important safety precautions when trying out BDSM or any other activity that’s

new to you actually occur before play even begins. If you’re totally new to a particular activity,

make sure to research beforehand – do not dive straight in at the deep end with no knowledge or

idea of what to expect.

9

Communicate, communicate, communicate
Another key element of safety when trying out something new is communication. Prior to

entering any sort of unfamiliar situation, it’s important to have a conversation on boundaries and

safety measures, so that everyone is properly prepared.
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For example, it’s advisable to establish a set of safewords; these can be used to tell the other

party to stop or slow things down a little.

“green” = keep going

“yellow” = I’m close to my limit

“red” = stop

If you’re new to some of the sex toys or kinks in this eBook, take it slowly and work up to the

bigger things together. This is a completely new dynamic for you and your partner, and it’s

important not to rush into anything too soon.

It’s vitally important to have a system in place that is easily practiced. Also, if either partner is

going to be gagged or unable to speak for any other reason, you must set out a gesture that will

substitute your safewords.

A popular safeword strategy is the traffic-light system, where:

Whilst experimenting with the ideas in this eBook, try to make sure you are as comfortable as

possible at all times. Position yourself so you are safe, secure and able to take as much pleasure

as you can from the situation. Check-in regularly with your partner throughout the session. There

are rare situations where a person may be too overwhelmed to use a safeword (for example if

they are in subspace), which is why it’s important to both actively check up on your partner and

to know what mannerisms may suggest they are nearing their limits but unable to say so.

Navigating rope play
We will also be exploring rope play and the use of restraints, which comes with a whole safety

guidebook of its own. Rope play can be risky if you’re unprepared, so it’s important to educate

yourself properly before engaging in this kind of activity.
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The most important thing to remember in this situation (aside from safewords) is to avoid the ‘no-

rope zones’ at all costs. Take a look at and familiarise yourself with these using the infographic

below.

Prior communication / research

Safewords / gestures

Assume a comfortable position

Check-in with your partner during play

To sum up, safety is really all about research, communication, comfort and general sensibility. It

doesn’t have to be complicated. Ensure you cover these fundamentals and you’re already halfway

there:



AFTERCARE

Responsibility for your own and each other’s well being doesn’t end as soon as play does. Trying

out something new sexually can be intense and even emotionally or physically draining. Aftercare

is vital to ensure everyone involved feels positive, uplifted and healthy.

If you have been trying out a dominant / submissive dynamic, aftercare is often useful for the

submissive, who may experience sub-drop. During submission, some people experience a rush of

neurotransmitter substances which leads to a euphoric high known as subspace. Sub-drop is, in a

sense, a ‘come-down’ from this. Though it’s more common in submissives, Doms can also

experience drop after a scene, so it is important to consider them, too.

The chemical come-down
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Creating an aftercare kit
Aftercare is a very personal experience and what helps one person may not help another, so as

with everything else, it’s important to figure out what works best for you. It may be useful to

create an ‘aftercare kit’ you can access with ease if you notice you’re struggling. Some popular

aftercare kit items include:

First-aid supplies such as band-aids or lotion (attending to any

wounds or bruises is an extremely important aspect of aftercare)

Something comfortable to wear

Something soft to hold

A playlist of your favourite songs

A scented candle or incense
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A great aftercare kit will soothe all five senses, which may be feeling a little overwhelmed.

Following an intense sexual experience, some people have complicated feelings of shame, guilt

or worthlessness. If this is an issue for you, it’s important to talk to your partner. In fact, talking

to your partner after sex can be helpful in any case; cuddling or sitting together and chatting can

really help you to step back from the intensity, bond and relax.

Aftercare is all-too-often overlooked, but really is something you should consider if you plan on

venturing into new sexual territories and trying out some of the ideas in this eBook.



DATE
IDEAS
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Pick a video game both

of you enjoy playing.

Loser of the round has to

perform a sexual act on

the winner. Agree on the

act before the round.

Play video games
together

Pick a sexy book

together - something

that both of you can

enjoy. It can be more of a

romantic read or

something dirtier. Then,

build a bed fort and

enjoy reading together.

When you get horny, just

keep reading until you

can’t take it anymore;

then try to recreate a

sex scene from the book.

Read in a bed fort
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Sex games are the

perfect way to spend the

evening. There are a lot

of different adult games

available on the market.

You can check our “5

best sex games for

adults” to pick something

that both of you will

enjoy.

Play a sex game

You can simply enjoy a

movie marathon on your

couch with homemade

popcorn and beer. Or,

you can go the extra mile

and set up a theatre in

your backyard. If you

want to go crazy, make it

a porn marathon with a

lot of touching.

Movie marathon

https://spicesoflust.com/sex-games-for-couples/
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You can either watch the

sunrise at home or you

can pick a local park or

lookout. Prepare a picnic

basket the day before

and take the food with

you, or make breakfast

together after the sun

has risen. Then you’re

ready to go back to bed.

Watch the sunrise
and make breakfast

Make a bubble bath, light

up a couple of candles,

add rose petals, and pour

wine. Make this bath

romantic and slowly

touch each other all over.

Finish it off with a

reverse cowgirl and don’t

worry about the water

splashing around.

Bubble bath with
candles
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This can be something

like a photo album, dance

mix, or recipe book. Pick

something you’ll both

like. If you feel

adventurous, you can

even renovate a room.

Talk about your

memories when you do

this and finish it off with

romantic, gentle

lovemaking.

Make a DIY project

Put a sheet on the table,

light up a couple of

candles, and prepare

body oil. Give each other

massages but avoid

massaging intimate areas.

Tease each other until

you can’t take it anymore.

Then, enjoy mind-blowing

orgasms.

Massage night



Pick a foreign language

and learn phrases like: “I

wanna go down on you,”

“make me cum,” or “fuck

me harder.”

Learn a language

Homemade sex tape

Wear something sexy and

revealing. Start by taking

pictures of your partner

and have them remove

their clothing, piece by

piece. The couch is a

good place to set up a

studio. Then, switch

places. When you get

into the model mode, you

can put a timer on your

phone and film yourself

together.

19



Hopefully you have some

snow around you,

because building a

snowman together is a

very fun activity.

Especially when warming

up after includes a hot

bath or shower together

- maybe even a hot

chocolate and cuddling.

It’s the perfect recipe for

a night that’s both sexy

and romantic.

Build a snowman

Test drive a sports car

Go to your local car

dealership and pick a

crazy, expensive car that

you like, but would

probably never buy.

Driving around in a car

like that is very sexy, so

try to find a private area

(as private as you can)

and engage in a quickie.

Feeling extra sexy? Give

your partner a blowjob

while they drive.

20
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This shouldn’t be your

usual workout. Instead,

look up acro-yoga

positions and instructions

on YouTube and try to do

it. You’ll laugh a lot,

promise. Finish this off in

a shower together.

Read more about acro-

yoga.

Work out together

Cooking together is hot,

especially when you do it

wearing only underwear.

So, get naked and choose

something fairly easy to

make. That way, you can

focus on fooling around

in the kitchen more than

the actual cooking. If

your body isn’t covered in

food, you’re doing

something wrong.

Fooling around in the
kitchen

https://www.yogiapproved.com/yoga/acroyoga-explained/
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Everyone likes to be

served breakfast while

they’re still in bed. To

make this fun and fair,

you should do this twice.

One partner will be a

server while the other

one will be served, then

you can switch roles.

When you serve your

partner food, get under

the blankets and

pleasure them orally.

Breakfast in bed

Another fun activity is

creating a sex game

that's going to include

all of your fantasies.

Check out Pinterest for

ideas and use your

imagination to make your

own sex game. Pro tip:

don’t show each other

what acts or toys you

have included for the

surprise factor.

Make your own sex
game

https://www.pinterest.com/search/pins/?q=DIY+sex+games&rs=typed&term_meta[]=DIY%7Ctyped&term_meta[]=sex%7Ctyped&term_meta[]=games%7Ctyped
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Take a slow, long walk in

a nice area. Talk about

your memories together

and places you would

like to visit. Talk about

all the dirty things you

would like to do to each

other. Try to find a

hidden spot where you

can orally pleasure each

other.

A long walk

Prepare a basket with

sandwiches, fruit, and

champagne. Pick a local

park, grab a blanket, and

have a picnic. It would be

great to get another

blanket so you can cover

yourself. Feed each other

and cuddle. Touch each

other slowly and gently

under the covers as

foreplay, but make sure

there are no kids around.

Picnic at park
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Make pleasure maps of

each other's bodies and

see how well you know

the turn on spots of your

partner. Punish your

partner for every spot

they missed by spanking

or hot-cold play.

Pleasure maps

Under perfect

circumstances you’ll be

swimming in the sea on a

beautiful beach with the

moonlight on your faces.

But, in more realistic

circumstances, any clean

water will do. This can

be a lake, backyard pool,

or even a local spa if

you're adventurous

enough. If possible, get

completely naked.

Night swimming

https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/temperature-play-sex-tips


Go to the movies, but

make it hot by having

your partner wear a

remote controlled sex

toy (such as PAULA - for

cat lovers) while you

have the remote. Make

your partner cum in the

middle of the movie.

Movies with remote
controlled sex toy

Cocktails

Pick a drink that you

both like or pick two

different ones. Buy what

you need to make it and

have a cocktails night. To

make this extra fun,

dance for each other -

maybe even twerk.

Remove a piece of

clothing after each

cocktail and keep on

dancing. Striptease is

welcome.

25

https://spicesoflust.com/review-kegel-kitty/
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Go to the lingerie store and buy your partner something you would like to see them wearing.

Have your partner do the same. Have fun trying to hide what you bought. Then pick a sex toy

together. When you get home, exchange what you bought and try it on. Then try the toy.

Sexy shopping

If you don’t own a bike, you can rent one for a day. Get adventurous and try to find a spot for

some inappropriate touching. Stay aware of your surroundings

Bike riding
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Get dressed up and head out. Have apps, dinner, and dessert at three different places. Pretend

this is your first date. Go to the bathroom and take your panties off. When you get back to the

table, hand the panties to your partner with a smirk on your face. Try to get really sexy with

each other. You can even go to the bathroom for a quickie before you leave for the next place.

Food crawl

Go to that place you always wanted to go, but somehow never found the time. Make it all about

you two. Stay naked all day and have sex as often as possible. Bring some toys, such as a bullet

vibrator, blindfolds, and/or handcuffs. Have sex in every room of the house. Spank your partner

on the balcony. Then have some more sex, outside.

Weekend getaway
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Try one of the ideas from each chapter of this book. You can do so by making a sex menu. Both

of you take a paper and write down what you would like to try tonight. Set it as a menu:

appetizer from chapter 2, entree from chapter 3, and dessert from chapter 4. Now you have two

menus that you can use, or you can combine them.

Combine

It’s nice to escape the city lights for a while. So, grab a backpack and a tent and head to the

woods. You don’t have to spend the night out in the woods if you’re not up for it - you don’t even

need to hike if you don’t want to. It’s easy to find a spot where you can just park really close to

the woods. If you don’t have a tent, grab a blanket. Just make sure to make s'mores and get sexy

under the stars.

Camping and stargazing
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Pick the booze of your choice and a private corner of your house or backyard. Start with “Never

have I ever” and make it dirty. Then move on to “Would you rather.” Keep going with sexy

questions and engage in the act of choosing for a couple of minutes before moving on to the

next question. You could also make it “Truth or dare” or strip poker.

Play sexy versions of classic games

It’s well-known that chocolate is an aphrodisiac and everyone loves it. Going to a chocolate

tasting can be a very romantic date idea, but it’s even better to try it off each other's body. So,

get a fondue set with a couple of different types of chocolate. Blindfold your partner and have

them try one. You can offer chocolate on a fruit or on your body part.  If they guess what type of

chocolate they were trying, give them a reward - sexual, of course.

Chocolate tasting
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Tease your partner by

slowly kissing, gently

blowing air, and touching

every inch of their body,

but act like their intimate

areas don’t exist. You can

also use a feather tickler

or flogger to caress their

body.  When your partner

is shaking from

excitement, devote your

attention to pleasing

them orally.

Teasing before oral

The cock ring kills two

birds with one stone;

you’ll be able to last

longer and have a more

explosive ejaculation.

Plus, if the ring is

vibrating, your partner

will get more pleasure

from it.

Cock ring
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Pull your partner’s hair

during sex and whisper

dirty things in their ear.

You can tell them how

good it feels to fuck

them and how hot they

make you. You can also

add some spanking and

move your grip from

their hair to their neck.

Dirty

Cover yourself with

flavored lube and have

your partner watch. Do

so slowly enough to give

them time to get really

horny. Then, guide your

partner to lick it off of

your body. Control the

speed of licks as well.

Flavored lube
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With tantric sex orgasm

is not the goal. Instead,

the focus is on feeling

deep connection and

intimacy with your

partner. To try this out,

you will have a very

slow sex focusing on eye

contact, breathing, and

touching. 

How to Practice Tantric

Sex

Explore tantric sex

Start by caressing your

partner’s thighs and

penis to build-up

excitement. Then give

your partner a foot job

as part of the foreplay.

Use lube for a smoother

experience. You can also

ask your partner to help

you by holding your feet.

Foot job

https://www.healthline.com/health/healthy-sex/tantric-sex
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To make your blowjob

sloppy, you’ll need to use

a lot of saliva. Do so by

spitting directly on a

penis or in your hands.

Even though a sloppy

blowjob doesn’t require

deep throating, it is more

than welcome.

Sloppy blowjob

Get an open mouth ring

gag for your partner.

Have them lie on a couch

with their head hanging

from the edge and use

their mouth - or tell

them to kneel in front of

you and hold their neck

as you thrust in their

mouth

O-ring gag



Become your partner’s

sex slave for a certain

period of time. Agree on

what’s acceptable and a

turn-on before you begin.

Next time you play, swap

roles. 

Here are some ideas on

slave training.

Sex slave

Silent sex

Before going to a party

or gathering, give your

partner Kegel balls and

tell them to wear them

to a party. Knowing that

you two are the only

people that are aware of

the toy inside your

partner will make for

great foreplay. Continue

to have silent sex in a

house full of people.

35

https://spicesoflust.com/bdsm-slave-training/


Prepare your partner

with a lot of lube to

make drilling their

asshole smooth. Then,

slowly start with your

fingers and massage your

partner’s prostate until

they cum.

Read more about

prostate massage.

Prostate massage

Morning bliss

Wake up before your

partner and crawl under

the covers. Take off your

partner’s underwear,

making sure they don’t

wake up.  Start

pleasuring them orally so

they can wake up with

your tongue on their

intimate area.

36

https://www.healthline.com/health/healthy-sex/prostate-orgasm#what-it-feels-like
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Sit on your partner’s

penis in reverse cowgirl

position. Now get low,

twerk that ass as much

as you can, and let it

bounce on the dick.

Twerk on it

Fingerbang your partner.

Use their mouth to make

your fingers wet. Not

wet enough? Use their

mouth again. Too wet?

Make them suck your

fingers. You can also

hold your partner’s neck

or combine this with one

of the bondage positions.

Fingerbang
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Grab some lube and use a

lot on your partner's

intimate area.  Dedicate

all of your attention to

sensually massaging that

body part.

Sensual massage

Buy some cheap but

revealing lingerie. Tease

your partner by dancing

for them and touching

yourself. Then, have your

partner rip it off of you.

Animal in you
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Use a thumb or a  magic

wand on your partner’s

clitoris during

penetration. Apply

different speeds and

pressure with both a

wand and thrusts. Watch

them squirm from

pleasure.

Double stimulation

Even if you live together,

you can still have sex

from distance. Go to a

room away from your

partner, take off your

clothes, and start

masturbating. Then call

your partner and let

them hear you moan.

Don’t let them come to

you, only have phone or

video sex.

Distance sex
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Dress slutty and wear

the highest heels you

have. Give your partner a

lustful look as you walk

into the room and keep

eye contact while you

strip for them. Take off

every piece of clothing,

but keep your heels on.

Striptease

Bring yourselves to the

edge of orgasm, but don’t

let each other cum all

night. When you finally

do cum, the orgasm will

explode throughout your

body.

Edging



Go on a website where

you can chat with random

strangers. Then, have

them tell you what to do

in bed. If you feel extra

frisky, you can also turn

on a webcam and let

them watch you. If you

want to stay anonymous,

you can wear a mask.

Asking a stranger

Pegging

Try to switch things up

between you by pegging.

Put on a strap on and

fuck your partner like

they usually fuck you.

Make sure to use a lot of

lube. You can also give

your partner a handjob

for extra stimulation.
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Have your partner’s

nipples constantly

stimulated with

adjustable nipple clamps.

Hot tip – remove the

nipple clamps as soon as

your partner starts to

climax. You can also try

using clothespins as

nipple clamps.

Nipple stimulation

Ghost touch

Touch your partner from

head to toe, only with

your breath. Build up

tension around their

intimate areas and then

go back to the beginning.
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Try having sex with a

mirror next to the bed.

This can also be done

standing by a mirror.

Then, watch your partner

enjoying you. Make sure

to watch their face as

they cum.

Mirror, mirror on
the wall

Dress up in each other’s

clothes and pretend you

are your partner. Act

according to your role

and try to get in your

pants.

Switch places
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Engage in wild and very

loud sex. This time, don’t

try to suppress your

screams and moans;

instead, express your

pleasure and don’t mind

the neighbors.

Don’t mind the
neighbors

Wear bright red lipstick,

get on your knees, and

suck your partner’s cock.

Make eye contact while

you do so. Feel free to

dress slutty.

Classy BJ
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What’s even better than

kissing in the rain? Well

sex, of course. Next time

it rains, don’t run in your

house! Instead, head out

for a quickie in the rain.

Rain fuck

Have your partner kneel

on the floor and pleasure

you orally. When you get

close to orgasm, tell

them to stop, open their

mouth, and put out their

tongue. Then cum all

over their face.

Face cream
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Play with your partner’s

breasts; you can even oil

them. Then, simply put

your penis between your

partner’s tits and have

sex like that. You can add

nipple clamps for

stimulation.

Titty-fuck

Get on your knees, but

this time don’t suck your

partner’s dick. Instead,

suck your partner’s balls

while they masturbate.

Make sure to maintain

eye contact.

Don’t neglect the
balls



Make some room on the

floor and lay an old

sheet down. Use an

edible massage oil to

slick your bodies and

have a wrestling match.

Agree on a sexy prize

beforehand and reward

each other after every

round.

Wrestling

Feet master

Make your partner

worship your feet. Start

by ordering them to give

you a good foot massage.

When your feet are

nicely relaxed, have them

lick your feet and suck

your toes.
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Control your partner's

orgasm by making them

wear a chastity device.

This way they can’t even

touch themselves without

your permission. Make

sure to reward them if

they behave.

Chastity device

Recreating porn

Get comfy on a couch or

bed wearing little or no

clothes. Pick a porn

movie and watch it

together. Try to recreate

a scene or even a full

movie. It may take a

couple of times to get all

the way to the end.
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Have your partner wear a

remote-controlled toy.

You control the remote,

of course. You can do so

on a date, at a party, or

just around the house.

Controlled

Try to make your partner

squirt. To do so, you will

insert your fingers about

an inch or two in your

partner’s vagina and

angle up toward the

belly. Then, find the G-

spot and simulate it by

pressing onto it. Have

your partner help you by

showing and explaining

the feeling. Read more

on squirting.

Squirting

https://www.healthline.com/health/healthy-sex/squirting#takeaway
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Try a CNC – a consensual

non-consent scene, also

known as rape play. To

make this play enjoyable

for both of you, you have

to discuss the whole play

in detail before starting.

The most popular CNC

play is burglary.

CNC

Hold your partner’s head

still. Do so by holding

the back of their head or

by telling them to lie on

a bed with their head

hanging off the edge.

Then, slide your cock in

and out of your partner’s

mouth, going as deep as

possible.

Face fuck
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It's time to feed your

partner with some good

quality organic food. Tell

them to lay still and sit

on their face. Or - even

better - sit on a chair,

spread your legs, and

give your partner a

snack.

Great feast

Put your partner over

your knees. Increase their

blood flow to the ass,

cheeks, and genitals with

a spanking paddle. You

can also use a riding

crop, ruler, or even a

wooden spoon. Start with

gentle taps and work

your way up. Wearing a

spanking skirt is very

sexy for this type of

play.

Spanking session
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Get sexy in the shower.

Start by thoroughly

soaping each other. Make

sure you don’t miss a

spot, but leave the most

interesting parts for last.

Shower sex

Put that lube to good

use. Prep your partner

with a lot of lube using

your fingers. Then you

can decide whether you

want them to have a butt

plug, dildo, or your penis

inside of them.

Anal time



Tonight, take your oral a

bit further and orally

pleasure your partner’s

asshole. You can kiss,

lick, and suck. You can

also insert your tongue

and/or fingers.

Rimming

Strip club

Visit a strip club together

and get tipsy. Pay for a

lap dance for your

partner and watch them.

Then, let your partner

pay for a lap dance for

you. Or you can get that

dance at the same time.
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Have sex without

penetration. Instead, use

your hands, feet, and

mouth to make each

other climax.

Can’t come in

Frozen toy

Put one of your toys in a

freezer for a couple of

minutes. Ideally this

would be a dildo; use it

on your partner. Be

careful with the toy’s

material because you

don’t want it to stick to

skin, nor do you want it

to be too cold. Ideal

material for this type of

play is glass or metal.
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You can imitate a

threesome with a suction

cup dildo, pocket pussy,

or sex machine. The best

way to do so is if your

partner starts solo by

using one of the toys

mentioned above in a

dark room. Then you

come in, watch your

partner, start touching

and kissing them, and

finally ask to join.

Threesome imitation

Visit a swingers’ club or

a sex party. Be a voyeur

and watch others having

sex, or let other people

watch you having sex.

Make sure to agree on

each other’s limits before

you go.

The voyeur
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Tell your partner to take off their clothes and position them on a couch. Add some toys next to

them. Sit on a chair and make sure you have a good view of your partner. Tell your partner to

touch themselves, but you navigate what they do and how they do it. Join your partner later.

Watch your partner masturbate

There are many sex dungeons available to rent - you can even rent them for just a couple of

hours. This is a great option if you want to try out a bunch of BDSM furniture and gear without

having to buy it.

Sex dungeon
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Start by making out like you’re back in high school, with light or even no touching. Then sit on

opposite sides of a couch and watch each other masturbate. No penetration allowed, only dirty

talk.

Mutual masturbation

Set up a session by covering a couch or bed with old sheets. Light up a candle and wait for the

wax to form. Drip wax on your lover’s body for a mind-blowing sensation. Make sure that the

candle is not alight when you do so and always try wax on your hand before starting. Start

dripping wax on your partner’s legs and arms; slowly work your way up to more sensitive parts

of their body. Get more info about wax play.

Wax play

https://spicesoflust.com/wax-play/
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Use food as a part of a foreplay. Grab some fruits, chocolate sauce, and whipped cream. Make

eating sexy by slowly putting it in between your lips and lightly sucking on it while maintaining

eye contact. You can also blindfold your partner and have them lick chocolate sauce and whipped

cream off of your body.

Bring food into bed

Start by touching your partner while they’re driving. Unzip their pants, take their cock out, and

start sucking on it. Stop if your partner stops the car and tell them they can only have it on the

road.

Blowjob on the go
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Erotic electrostimulation

Erotic electrostimulation is a simple, non-expensive way to add something fresh to your sex life.

Use those small currents to create sensations around the genitals and nipples. 

Electrostimulation can be dangerous and we urge you to read more about erotic

electrostimulation before engaging in electro play and by all means do not improvise with

homemade devices.  

https://www.cosmopolitan.com/sex-love/a19181856/estim-erotic-electrostimulation/
https://www.cosmopolitan.com/sex-love/a19181856/estim-erotic-electrostimulation/
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However, a slave is submissive to the Master, but at the same time both Master and slave are

aware of the same importance to the power dynamic. To have a Master without a slave is much

like a captain without a ship (and the other way around).

The Master and slave

So, one has to treat the slave respectfully if they wish to receive the same amount of respect.

The Spices of Lust blog can serve you well in this scenario; we have an extensive list of slave
training ideas, as well as slave positions used for position training.

Step into the world of BDSM and power dynamics.

Masters have ownership over their slaves and, thus, can request anything from them. Make them

do house chores or please you - and if they fail, punish them or use them sexually.

https://spicesoflust.com/bdsm-slave-training/
https://spicesoflust.com/submissive-positions/
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The mafia

As far as the mafia is concerned, you can be a mafia boss (don) or a hitman. Both of them are

powerful and can demand a lot of things or services. This is usually by blackmail or leveraging

power.

Or, thinking of Marlon Brando in The Godfather 1, you can do a favor (or save a life) and then -

when the day comes - ask something in return.

I’ll start off by suggesting you watch Scarface or The Godfather to get into the role and pick up

the right lingo and tone.
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The celebrity

Step in the shoes of any celebrity and let your fame and influence work for you. You have so

much money that you can pay people to do anything you want; you can bribe people, you can hire

prostitutes or strippers, you can host the craziest pool parties, or you can engage in sex with

loyal fans.

As a celebrity, you meet all kinds of people: agents, make-up artists, fashion designers, and crazy

fans.

This is your opportunity to be anyone, from a singer to your favorite actor.

Approach someone and offer or demand something naughty. Invite someone to your mansion and

act inappropriately, or organize an audition and ask for something in return for the role.

Also, someone can break into your dressing room and surprise you.

This scenario can also be played in a way that a celebrity meets another celebrity.
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The pimp

Your usual workday consists of meeting various new people, many of whom are or will become

your workers.

The pimp can try and convince someone to work for them, or simply have sex with one of the

workers. Or, if a worker wants to get out of the business, you may request a payment to be paid

off through various services.

A great turn in this scenario is that one of the workers is an undercover cop - and then the

dynamic is upside down.
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The traveling salesman

You knock on your own door and the goal is to sell something to your partner because you’re a

traveling salesman.

Traveling salesmen can sell anything from cars to clothes, lingerie, or sex toys.

While in the house they can try and convince people to buy their product, watch customers try

the product out, or offer a discount in exchange for "something".

As a customer, you might not have enough money, but you can always offer a service in

exchange.
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The doctor, patient, or nurse

This scenario gives you a couple of options.

As a doctor, you might check in on your patient, run tests, and examine your patient.

On the other hand, patients can act inappropriately towards the doctor or the nurse. Look

underneath the coat, request naughty treatments, or offer some kind of pay for better treatment.

A nurse can sponge bath the patient or help them recover by using unconventional methods.

Doctors and nurses often stay working long hours, which might be a chance for something to

happen between them.
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The mother or father in law

Two different mothers and fathers-in-law exist - the kind you hate and the kind you find

extremely sexy.

You can try to secretly seduce them and have naughty fun together - or if it's the mother or

father-in-law you hate, pick a fight with them and use them sexually.

Or, a different angle is that the mother or father-in-law uses you as a sex toy.
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The student and teacher

A simple role-play scenario, yet can be played in several different ways and with varying power

dynamics.

What makes this scenario an all-time classic is the fact that many of us fantasize about older

lovers. At the same time, we often fantasize about being an authority. However, with that being

said, it doesn’t mean that the student can’t be a power or authority.

You can set up your home as a classroom or as a type of home class.

Students can request “other” kinds of lectures or just act inappropriately. At the same time, the

teacher can punish the student for not doing homework or for misbehaving during the class. Also,

the teacher can request payment in certain unconventional ways.

Aside from the suggestions mentioned in the gear guide, you can use a wooden ruler as a

spanking tool - especially during the build-up. Rulers essentially don’t hurt, but are a good way

to start a spanking session for a naughty student.
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The kidnapper

One of you kidnaps the other and either requires ransom or tries to extract information.

And if the hostage doesn’t cooperate, you can try and take it by force (with consent set out in

the prior discussion, of course).

This scenario is great for introducing some bondage positions and punishment techniques like

spanking, flogging, or tickling.
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The cowboy or cowgirl

Wild West! This is probably the best reason you’ve had to dress up as a cowboy or a cowgirl since

you were a child.

They used to roam and sleep throughout the wilderness, participate in gunfights, and occasionally

visit brothels.

Try to get some clothes, fake guns, and hats that fit that era. And no, you won’t be needing live

horses (but you can wildly ride your partner).

You can demand anything when you have a gun in your hand and other people don’t, so use that

to your advantage.

Maybe you could save a damsel from evil bandits and receive a reward for your heroic act, or

catch a wanted person and blackmail them in exchange for not turning them in.

Go wild, it’s the wild west!
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The FBI and criminal mastermind

You’re the law - but your partner is breaking the law.

As a member of law enforcement, you can strip search the outlaw, question them, and arrest or

capture. You can take a different approach and punish them for their misdeeds or request some

other services.

Costumes and props for this scenario are easily available and will definitely enhance the

experience.

Great idea - set a scene where a burglar gets caught stealing a precious diamond.

This is also another great scenario for introducing some bondage positions and toys.

However, this dynamic is not the only one possible; you can turn it around so that the outlaw

captures members of law enforcement and takes control of the situation.

For example, an undercover cop can be caught and punished.
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The boss/manager/corporate CEO and secretary or employee

Bosses can demand many things from their employees because they’re… well, bosses.

Also, the boss can give certain tasks to their employees, like offer a raise for sex - or on the

other hand, punish a secretary for not doing a good job.

The “usual” requirements would be to stay and work late hours or to go on a business trip

together. This gives the boss the possibility to act.

As an employee, you can act submissively and admit to the wrongdoings or protest if you’re not

happy with the terms of your employment. Good secretaries often see that the boss' wishes and

needs are fulfilled. Or, they even go the extra mile to get a raise.

However, power does not need to be on the boss’ side. For example, an employee can find

evidence of the boss’ mistake or fraud and blackmail them, requesting basically anything.
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Stranger in the bar

You’re going to have a casual fling with a stranger - at the bar!

To make it more real, one of you should arrive a bit earlier. For example, if you choose a bar, talk

with the waiter and send your partner a drink - or casually approach and offer to buy them a

drink.

Set up this session at a bar, restaurant, beach, coffee shop, or another place that you might find

exciting.

Introduce yourself and let the story gradually develop. Eventually, invite your partner to your

home to finish in style.

Since you are both strangers to each other, you can hit on your partner, make a proposition, be

inappropriate, dance together, touch each other underneath the table, or even have sex in public.

In addition to that, if you get to the house, you can try out one or more ideas from other chapters

of this book.
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The firefighter

As a firefighter, you spend a lot of time with your firefighter colleagues. This creates the

possibility to have a fling with one of them.

Close your eyes and imagine a hot, tall, extremely brave firefighter.

However, saving a person in distress is another possible scenario.

There’s a huge fire; the firefighter jumps in and saves you. And, obviously, you’re grateful and

want to thank the firefighter for saving your life.
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The nun and priest

Taboo roleplay scenario.

If you don’t mind role-playing a kinky nun and priest, we guarantee lots of fun. Nuns can be

seduced by priests and vice-versa - in the end, they spend lots of time together.

I’m sure not everybody will like the idea, but I think the same amount of people will.

Also, priests can strongarm or force nuns to have sex, or nuns can blackmail priests to have sex

with them - they’re fed up with celibacy and crave the vitamin D.
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The girl or boy next door

A scenario from many porn movies. This is your chance to be (with) the horny, slutty neighbor.

After a short intro, get down to business.

Invite your neighbor over or casually stroll to their house to chitchat or ask for some honey.

In addition to that, you can wash a car and get all wet… or maybe you’re just bored and you

decide to casually seduce your neighbor.
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The cheerleader

Being with a cheerleader is a common fantasy for many. The typical cheerleader is spoiled, slutty,

and usually demanding. A real brat.

You can play this scenario in a way that you either fulfill all the cheerleader’s needs or punish

them for their behavior. Or, just role-play a classic high school fling with a cheerleader.

Do it in a car for a real high school vibe.
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The schoolgirl

Similar to a few scenarios already mentioned, yet slightly different.

The schoolgirl can be bratty, loud during class, smoke behind the school, or not do homework.

The schoolgirl usually wears a short skirt, (short) buttoned shirt, and a bit excessive make-up -

which can later be smeared all over the face. And, of course, pigtails.

Your partner can be a strict teacher or a fellow classmate.
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The alien

Sci-fi lovers will surely enjoy this role-play scenario.

As a visitor to Earth, you can be kind or dangerous. Step into an alien's skin and interact with

humans as you wish. Mate with them - either by force or seduction. Or maybe, since your sex

drive is raging, make them your sex slaves.

You’re a visitor from another planet - a planet where everybody’s sexual drive is through the

roof and they’re kinky as they can be.

You can also imagine that human(s) went on a space mission and have accidentally landed on your

planet.
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The rock star

As a celebrity, you can use your fame, influence, and money to seduce someone.

In case your seducing skills aren’t the best, you can always use money.

You can also be seduced by a fan during a tour. And it can happen anywhere – bar, backstage,

stage, club, your home, studio, or maybe during an interview.

And, of course, wear leather if you have it.
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The French maid

Act seductively while you clean and (of course) show a bit too much skin - just enough to spark

the imagination. Maybe offer extra services in exchange for a raise.

As the maid’s boss, you are authoritative and can basically demand anything. Even better; explain

all the naughty job requirements while hiring the maid.

Props for this scenario are widely available - just check the gear guide.
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Two spies

During a raging war between the western and eastern worlds, you find yourself in a hotel in

Berlin.

However, you were not aware of the fact that your secret got leaked too; now you’re endangered

in the same way.

You’re about to confront the opposite side’s spy and threaten that you’ll expose them.

Will your spy efforts be lost in vain, or will you manage to find a common language?
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The politician or judge

Picture this: it’s election year and somebody who found controversial information about you is

now blackmailing you. Power dynamics are turned upside down; you aren’t used to this.

On the other hand, politicians can use power and influence to pressure someone into doing

exactly what they want.

The person is asking you to do various favors for them or just to sexually please them.

Judges can be played in a similar way.
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The librarian

Librarians are quiet, shy, and sexy when equipped with a smile and seductive look coming through

the glasses.

To the outside world, they’re just regular librarians… but when the right person comes along, the

librarian goes wild.

Perfect role-play scenario for someone who’s smart and sexy.
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Office toy

You just got hired as the office coordinator!

A new office job in a modern, evolving startup company - sounds very exciting.

However, things turn out to be a little different than they seemed.

Office coordinator is the code word for “office sex toy.” You’re actually sent to please higher-

ranking employees of the company and prospective customers.

Do you go or do you quit your job?

The pay is good and you need that money.

It’s your first day at the job and the CEO calls you into his office to see if you’re fit for the

position.
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(Fake) Photographer

You’re desperate because you got fired from your last job. Money is low and the future doesn’t

look bright.

Somehow, after a long thinking process, you decide to take a shot as a photographer. The fact

that you already own a Nikon was a huge part of the decision.

Step-by-step, and after probably a thousand messages on social media, you manage to find your

first model - beautiful and young.

However, the real struggle begins when they take their clothes off. Should you make a move or

keep it professional?
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Sealing the deal

You managed to book a tour of the house you’ve been eyeing for some time now. Oh, happiness!

The house itself was exceeding all expectations you had - even the real estate agent is better

looking than in the brochure.

But, of course, there has to be something!

They did casually mention that there’s another couple interested in the house and, judging by

their words, this couple were 110% certain to buy the property.

You decide to go all in (in one of the bedrooms) and seal the deal. Will your agent go for it?
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Bounty hunter

One day you wake up as a bounty hunter; today you have a pretty dangerous task.

You need to catch a killer and bring them to face justice. While reading the file on hand, you

notice something written in a very small font.

“Approach with caution; target armed and dangerous. If caught, there’s a possibility of extensive

ass injuries due to heavy impact and the target’s ass play fetish. It is known that the target

wields a Desert Eagle gun, collection of butt plugs, and a whole range of spanking tools.”

Who’s going to win the encounter? Is the target going to be apprehended, or your ass violated?
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An experiment gone wrong

Both of you are elite scientists in the hidden maximum security facility. During a routine test, two

different particles come close and the xxx-pheromone accidentally gets created.

The xxx-pheromone causes people to become insatiably horny - and not only that, but everyone

in close vicinity to the exposed subject is easily seduced.

The government gets notified and, in fear of the xxx-pheromone getting out, seals the lab where

super horny scientists are left to do further research.

The lab got converted to one big sex room and all the medical equipment got put aside.

The questions arises, is further research even possible when the only thing scientists are doing is

fucking?
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Elven masseuse or masseur

Set in the Elven world, this Elven masseuse/masseur is providing a special ‘’hot and cold release

message’’.

Like many other Elves, this one also has a keen intellect, superhuman senses, and natural magical

talents. Exactly what makes this massage unique.

You’re about to have the experience of your lifetime. The Elf combines ice cube and warming

lubricant, along with giving oral in between, thus the, ‘’hot and cold release message.’’

Enjoy!
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The orgasm gladiators

Set in the distant future, this scenario reminds us of Roman gladiators.

Those convicts who are fit and capable are transferred into the facilities near the arena, where

they live alongside other convicts and gladiators.

The arena is used for 1-on-1 battles; the gladiators win by fucking each other to orgasm.

Whoever wins advances and has a chance to win their freedom. Losers go back to the beginning,

hoping that next time they won’t be fucked.

You can arrange your own fights with lots of lube - or maybe you could be a gladiator trainer.
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The painter

You're the young, aspiring artist - hungry for success.

At the same time, many young, also success-hungry models visit your room and pose as your

models. For you they were all the same - until this one, this one is different.

With them, it’s like an energy field walked in. Immediately naked, listening, and obeying your

every instruction.

Not only that, but the connection was also real, especially after countless hours of conversation.

All of a sudden, life through your eyes changed; you have found your muse.

But, will your muse only pose for your paintings, or will there be something more between you

two?
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Angel and demon

You're an angel who is sent to Earth to save the soul of a certain human. Their soul has been

possessed by a demon who is dangerous, yet deceivingly playful.

What you didn’t expect is that the human body which the demon has possessed is exceptionally

attractive.

For the first time, you’re having a hard time distinguishing right from wrong and good from the

bad. Will you fall to the demon's alluring personality hidden in a hot body?

Will the angel become the demon's new plaything, or will the good overcome the evil and free

this poor human soul?
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Prince or princess and their personal assistant

You’re the royal family’s assistant and you hate your job. The job itself isn’t bad; your duties are

to take care of the schedule and other tiny duties Royalty has to do.

However, the reason you hate your job is the actual Prince/Princess, who is young, rich, and

spoiled. They’re used to getting whatever they want and they’re impossible to bear.

Especially when aroused - their secret fetish is anal sex. And, as their personal PA, you must see

that their wishes are always fully fulfilled.

Can you endure?
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The assassination gone bad

A young royal is traveling away from their Kingdom with only a maid escort. You’re given the

task to assassinate the royal or be executed yourself.

However, the mission intel didn’t tell you that this young royal is actually a powerful sorcerer,

with yet unseen dark magic capabilities.

The assassination attempt goes badly and you end up shackled in their carriage. The royal,

equipped with dark magic but surprisingly merciful, offers you a second chance for life.

You, left with no other option, accept. The only requirement for your life is that, from now on,

you are the new maid for the royal, the new bodyguard, and the new sex pet.
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Magic potion

This scenario is set in a fantasy kingdom where you are a well-known potion maker.

However, you end up getting captured by a local barbarian tribe during one of your quests for

secret potion ingredients.

Just before they were about to cook you in a huge pot, a God / Goddess appears to save you.

The being that appeared is a lesser God / Goddess and their duty is to recruit new followers for

their deity.

This God / Goddess, who usually leans toward submissive type, demands you to brew a potion

that will make them completely submissive.

You somehow put the wrong ratio of ingredients into the potion and the God / Goddess ends up

being experienced dominant -  and at the same time, uncontrollably horny.

What will you do now, since it’s impossible to escape a God / Goddess? Are you going to submit?
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Captured warrior

A wealthy and influential Roman purchases a captured warrior to be used as their own personal

pleasure slave.

Will the warrior manage to win their freedom by exceptionally pleasuring their Master?

Or will the warrior use their fighting skills to turn the power around and capture the Roman?
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The prostitute or stripper

The perfect chance to take the role play experience outside the house (but not necessary).

Rent a hotel room or convert your room to one.

One of you arrives first and waits for the other. When they arrive, wait for them to change and

then discuss the details. For the sake of authenticity, pay upfront.
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The hero and evil villain

However, your goal was to enhance your bondage skills - not save the world from bad guys.

You are the brilliant scientist living in a parallel universe.

Since your childhood, you have been fascinated with Spiderman comics. As a result of that, for the

last five years you have been committed to finding a way to recreate the gadget that shoots the

web. Eventually, you have succeeded in your intentions.

But at the time, you didn’t know that the world would be attacked by a vicious and extremely

horny villain that was attacking everyone and sexually using them, because sexual release was

their high and their food.

After a series of clashes, you manage to catch the villain and you now have them all tied up with

your incredibly powerful net.

What’s the biggest punishment for this villain? Teasing and pleasing them, bringing them to the

verge of orgasm only to walk away. Repeat that as many times as you think they deserve.
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The millionaire

Or maybe you’re the millionaire Dom with BDSM dungeon in your mansion?

When you check your bank account, there’s all the money in the world.

Are you going to host the wildest parties ever? Hire a luxury prostitute? Bribe someone? Just

remember, everybody has a price - and you can pay any price.
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The knight

In the second scenario, the knight is a savior. Your bravery and incredible fighting skills save

someone in distress. Now they want to repay you for the favor - or you demand something in

return.

Back to fairy tales. You are a well-known knight; strong, powerful, handsome, and charming.

There are two ways to play this one. In the first scenario, you’re coming home from battle. Your

partner is waiting at home, hoping to relax and please you, thanking you for your bravery.
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Living with a cyborg

This scenario is set in the far, far future. Humankind invented cyborgs - machines that look and

talk very sophisticatedly, exactly like us. Cyborgs obey and listen to their human owners.

You’re fed up with your single, lonely life and decide to buy yourself a cyborg to keep you

company and help you around the house. After all, if you spend less time doing chores, you’ll

have more time to meet someone - a real human.

However, things don’t go as expected. The cyborg you get is immensely hot and very service-

oriented. After a while, the cyborg starts doing more than chores - it starts doing you and you

start doing it.

Little by little, the cyborg becomes your own sex pet. How will you use it?
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The vampire

The perfect chance to get in the shoes of Blade, Dracula, or Selene from Underworld.

Recreate a scenario from any of the movies or create your own.

Vampires are dangerous and seductive in their nature, so use that to your favor. Lure a “normal”

person into your dark world or try and tame a werewolf. Set up your living room as your den;

protect yourself from the daylight and begin.

Vampire world sounds like a place to use restraints or include in light bondage elements.
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The pirate

Yarrr!

You’re a pirate and you’re living a life full of adventures, traveling across the sea, battling other

pirates, and stealing treasure.

As a pirate captain, you have the whole crew under you. Be a demanding captain, or promise them

gold in exchange for something naughty.

In the case of taking over another ship, make other crew members your (sex) prisoners.
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Prince or Princess and the harem

You've been invited to be a part of the young prince or princess’ harem. For a nymphomaniac like

you, that’s a great wish and honor. However, there’s one troubling fact.

The troubling fact is the extent of their tickling fetish. Apparently, some of the members of the

harem even ran away after long tickling sessions where they were completely restrained.

The young Prince / Princess is known for their tickling fetish, crazy sex skills, and insatiable

desire.

However, this is a once in the lifetime opportunity and you decide to go.

The first thing you see is the luxurious bed with an under bed restraint system already set up,

feather tickler, mouth gag, and a leather flogger.

How will this night end?
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Little Red Riding Hood

Little Red Riding Hood is walking to their grandmother’s house but is stopped by a tall, scary, but

sexy werewolf.

But little did the werewolf know that Little Red Riding Hood is knees-deep in the lifestyle as a

prominent Dominant figure.

Before the werewolf even knew what had happened, they found themselves on a leash by the

Little Red Riding Hood’s feet, obeying their kinkiest wishes.
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The flight attendant

The perfect scenario for someone looking for a quickie or a one night stand. Imagine you’re in a

different city in a hotel room.

Or, even better, join the mile high club in the plane's (your home) bathroom… or meet in a bar

after a flight.

Who’s your partner? A colleague, plane captain, or a tourist?

Getting dressed as a flight attendant shouldn’t be a problem - check the gear guide.

Simple yet interesting.
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Magic school

However, even with your best intentions, you lack magical talent. Not even reading half of the

magic library has helped and, as time goes by, you are becoming anxious and afraid that you’re

going to be kicked out of the school.

Should you offer your body to the magician? You’re starting to think that if you physically

connect with the magician, maybe some of the magic capabilities will transfer to you. Is your mind

going crazy?

You’re the young and shy magician’s apprentice. The magician that has been schooling you for the

past few years is a powerful one - an elder, as they call him.

Leave the school or go all in?
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Hansel and Gretel

After Hansel and Gretel escaped the evil witch, their life gradually returned to normal… well, to

the new normal.

Gretel soon discovered that the traumatic experience with the evil witch had changed her. Most

of the time she felt normal. However, she started getting urges - urges deep inside of her.

The time Gretel spent as the witch's servant opened her eyes. Service was in her; she was born

to serve.

Since there was nobody else close to them in the woods, Gretel became Hansel’s servant, often

wearing nothing but an apron, collar, and a long leash.

At first, Hansel was reluctant to use his servant, but prolonged solitude changed that.

During the rare moments when Gretel questioned the newly created relationship with Hansel, she

would usually end up completely tied to the chair and thoroughly spanked.

Because, as Hansel says, she was a bad girl for having those thoughts - and bad girls need to be

spanked.
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Lost phone

You find a phone on the street. Nobody was even remotely close, so you decide to pick it up and

see if you get ahold of the owner once back at home.

The phone wasn’t locked, which was surprising. You scroll through contacts to find the owner and

you eventually succeed.

Two short rings and a pleasant but firm voice answers; after a short chat you set a place to meet

so you can give the phone back. Secretly, you hoped you'd get some kind of finder’s fee. After

all, it was an expensive phone.

Your curiosity took you to the phone's photo gallery and BAM. This, you did not expect to see. A

full, complete, total 50 Shades of Grey red room with a St. Andrews cross, floggers, whips, cuffs,

and loads of other things you’ve never seen, but are immediately interested in. And not to

mention the person in the photos. Very attractive.

Maybe a visit to the dungeon could be your finder’s fee?
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1950’s

This scenario is set in the 1950's.

You met a neighbor at one of the neighborhood cocktail parties. Your acquaintance slowly grows

into more than friendship.

Since both of you are married, your meetings are secret - when the situation allows. Gradually,

your feelings toward each other grow more and more.

Your spouse is suddenly sent to war in North Korea and now you’re all alone. You can’t stand to

be separated from the sexy neighbor you recently met.

You invite the neighbor to your house one day and prepare the fondue and the chocolate for

them to eat off you. But that’s not all - you want to elope with them.

No eloping, no chocolate licking.
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The pleasure island slave

While walking to your job, a black van pulls up, abruptly breaking near the sidewalk. Three men

jump out to throw you in the van.

After a short wrestle, two of them get a hold of you and the third one puts a napkin over your

face, probably covered in chloroform. You pass out almost immediately.

One day - a regular day, on your way to work - something terrible happens.

The next thing you see is a wooden deck and a breathtaking sandy beach. However, something is

wrong. You’re cuffed. and both legs and arms and gagged, so screaming is not only useless - it

isn’t even possible.

There, on the side of the deck, is your kidnapper. He proceeds by explaining to you that you’re on

one small island in Croatia, brought here to be a sex toy, and that there’s absolutely no point in

escaping or refusing.

Will you surrender and commit to being the best sex slave, or will you try and run?
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Yoga instructor

You decide that it’s time to improve your yoga skills and take up private yoga lessons.

As it turns out, the yoga instructor is very sexy and their way of showing yoga moves is highly

sensual… and maybe even inappropriate.

Their hand goes all over your body as they adjust you from position to position. The downward-

facing dog has never looked or felt better.

Will this yoga lesson end up in something more than just exercise?
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The queen and king

After a while, she snaps and decides to have fun with one of the servants. After all, they can’t

say no.

Usually in the afternoon, servants would be called to her chambers where they would get naked

and collared by the Queen.

The Wicked Queen is completely fed up with her King (or vice versa). He’s completely

uninterested and their sex life is nonexistent.

Often, the Queen would think on how to use them while they were by her foot, licking her feet

and drinking from a bowl.

This would be followed by a long and rough oral session; the Queen was a very dominant person.

If the Queen noticed them getting aroused during the oral session, she would gag and flog them

while occasionally dripping hot wax on their body.

Depending on the Queen’s mood, the servant would either be sent away or she would have sex

with them.

That was Queen’s schedule every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.
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The dominatrix or femme fatale

Step into female dom shoes and make your partner submit and obey.

The power dynamic is obvious in this role-play scenario. Domination can range from gentle to

more extreme.

Some gentle domination ideas are being the big spoon during the cuddling, being in charge during

oral sex, and giving your partner compliments after sex. Or, switch to slightly more extreme

domination techniques.

For example: make your partner do house chores or make them your sex slave. Restrain and tease

them, make them please you however you wish, and if they don’t satisfy - punish them.

Like playing mind games? Here’s something to try.

Tell your partner that you’ll stop playing with them and that you’ll give them exactly what they

want. Start playing with them and change your mind just before the climax.

You can play it another way around, too.

Another idea is to make your partner beg for release and then tease them about it.
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Quite self-explanatory.

The boy-toy

You’re immensely wealthy and you’re relaxing by the pool.

The pool cleaner

You’re going to be used by someone rich. Dress and do as you’re told and you’ll earn your money

or gifts.

A sexy, shirtless pool cleaner comes by to do their thing. Suddenly, a thought crosses your mind -

you need someone to rub your sunscreen in. And the pool cleaner is close... Do you see where I’m

aiming?
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You have a hot, young babysitter at home and you decide that you’d like to have fun with them.

The babysitter

A producer is often the step between an artist and success.

The producer

Offer a raise in exchange for something naughty – or, as the babysitter, use your wealthy boss…

just to blackmail them later. You can also ask for a raise by offering something extra.

Whether you decide to take advantage of someone in exchange for a push or genuinely help them

and get your reward… it’s totally up to you.

Also, you can play this one as a casual fling between a producer and a star of your choice.
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Cinderella

This is definitely not the Cinderella you know.

In this version, Cinderella’s fairy godmother appears and magically transforms her reality into a

dream come true.

When Cinderella looked at herself in the mirror, she was left speechless. Her long legs in high

heels looked so innocent and therefore so alluring. As she turned to the side, she saw the perfect

arch, exposing her short dress and ass to the maximum. And not to mention the rack between her

boobs - a real dark hole.

She attended the ball and enchanted the young prince. Still, the spell wore off at midnight and

Cinderella was back with her enraged stepmother and stepsisters.

However, during the ball, Cinderella lost an item from her purse. She lost a 10-inch suction cup

dildo - and the prince was the one to find it.

When the search for the dildo’s owner was finished and the prince found Cinderella, in thanks for

returning the dildo, Cinderella orally pleased the prince while riding the dildo attached to the

floor.

She married the prince and became his forever slut. They lived happily in his castle, occasionally

indulging in a threesome with the dildo that brought them together.
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Instruct your partner to lie on their back with their hands above their head. Tie their hands

together and to a bedpost using a rope. Then, tie each leg and pull them up, securing them to a

bedpost as well. Make sure that their legs are spread wide. Now you can orally please or

penetrate your partner.

Yoga class

A spreader bar is the perfect gear for this position because it will allow you to tie your partner’s

wrists to their ankles in a standing position, but you can also use bondage tape or rope. It’s hard

to be in this position for a long time, so make sure to support your partner by letting them lean

on something like a wall. Now your partner is bent over for you to spank them with a spanking

paddle.

Bend over for me
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Seat your partner in a closet on a chair. Cover their eyes using a beanie, scarf, or blindfold. Then,

tie their hands to the closet rod. You can do so with rope or bondage tape. Pleasure your partner

with your mouth and hands.

Closet service

Use a collar and leash to dominate your partner. When you have them in your control, slowly lead

them around the room. They can be walking or crawling. Feel free to spank them with a riding

crop. When you reach a wall, have them lean forward against the wall and spread their legs. Now

you can enjoy them from behind.

Let me stretch your back
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Tie your partner’s hands with a rope and place the other side of the rope on a door hanger. You

can use a blindfold and gag as well. Make sure to leave enough rope for your partner to

comfortably bend their back. You can bend your partner forward and spank them with a flogger

(or just your hands) before enjoying them from behind.

Door hanger

This position will almost completely immobilize your partner. You can do so with hogtie restraints

or a spreader bar. Tell your partner to lie on their stomach and put their hands behind their back.

Spread their legs and put cuffs on your partners ankles. Connect a bar or hogtie restraints. Then,

put cuffs on their wrists and connect them to hogtie restraints or a spreader bar. Do so slowly

and carefully and make sure your partner feels comfortable.

Beginner hogtie
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Run a bubble bath and tie your partner’s hands above their head. You can also use the rope to tie

their hands to the shower head.  Turn away from them and ride them, reverse cowgirl style. Your

partner can only look at your ass splashing water around, no matter how hard they want to grab

you.

Bathtub riding

Have your partner lay on their back. Lift up their legs over their head. Now, tie their legs and

arms together, preferably with their arms on the inside of their legs. You can do so on the floor,

bed, or even on the table. The perfect gear for this scene are hog tie restraints, but you can also

use a rope or bondage tape. Hold your partner’s thighs as you slowly start penetrating them. Use

your arms to gently rock them with each thrust.

Clear entrance
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In this position thigh, wrist, and ankle restraints are used to maximally limit your partner’s

movement. Using a restraint set will be the easiest for this position, but it’s also doable with

bondage tape. Start by tying the ankles to the thighs and then add the wrists. This position is

very good for oral. You can also turn your partner around and use them from behind.

Triple dipper

In this position, your partner will be extremely exposed. Start by having your partner kneel on

the floor or bed. Then restrain their ankles firmly together with rope or bondage tape. Have

them bend forward and bring their hands behind their knees. Find the exact position that makes

them feel comfortable and then restrain their wrists. This position is perfect for anal and a great

toy would be a butt plug.

Ducked
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For this position, you will need bondage tape to be placed on your partner's thighs. Do not tie the

tape too tightly because you want your partner to be able to place their feet above their head.

The most practical place for this position is the floor. Another great position for anal sex.

Spring roll

Direct your partner to kneel. This can be done on the bed or on the floor. Tie each of your

partner’s wrists to their ankle on the same side. Now you can enjoy them. You can give your

partner a hand job, play with their anus, and spank them. If your partner is not flexible enough or

doesn’t feel good in this position, you can tie only their hands and try to place their body in a

position as close to this one as possible.

Wrists to ankles
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To imitate a spanking bench at home, you will need a chair or ottoman. Have your partner kneel

on the floor and lean forward, resting on a chair. Now bind each limb to the closest chair leg.

You can do so using rope or bondage tape. As the name suggests, this position is perfect for

spanking, so grab a spanking paddle, flogger, or whip and spank that ass.

Homemade spanking bench

Have your partner lie on the bed. Connect their ankles together; in this position, each foot is

placed on the opposite thigh. Then connect their arms by tying their forearms together. You can

do so with handcuffs or bondage tape.

The bottle opener
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In this position you will use thigh restraints or bondage tape. Sit on a bed and invite your partner

to come close to you, facing you. Use your gear to restrain your partner’s wrists to their thighs

on both sides of their body.

Thigh  restraints

Tell your partner to lay flat on a bed and put their arms next to their body. Use a rope to secure

their arms to their body. After you have your partner nice and secure, ride them like you’ve never

ridden before. Use a spanking paddle, flogger, or simply your hand for a couple of whacks on

their ass and thighs. 

Spanking rodeo
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Guide your partner to kneel and tie their hands to the bedpost. This can also be done on the

floor. On the floor, you can use a table or couch leg to secure your partner's hands. Enter your

partner from behind and hold on to them as you thrust.

Hand tied doggy

Ask your partner to sit on a chair. Then, tie their hands to a chair while also lifting their breasts.

The most practical way to do so is with a rope or bondage tape, but you can also use handcuffs

to restrain the hands and some fabric or a bra to tighten and lift the breasts. This position is

great for sensation play. To make this a sensation play, you will want to deprive them of their

senses. You can do so with a blindfold and headphones. Then, pinch their nipples, caress them

with a feather tickler, drape flogger strands on their body, smack their thighs and breasts with a

riding crop, run a Wartenberg wheel on their body, and / or pull their hair.

Chair teaser
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Lean your partner over a big pillow, making their ass exposed. Tie their hands behind their back.

Or tie each hand behind their back to each ankle on the same sides of their body. Make sure your

partner’s body is secure by holding their arms or hips as you thrust. If you feel adventurous, you

can also try this position on the table or chair, but make sure to hold on to your partner.

Butterfly

Complete restraint while maximizing exposure. In this position, you will connect your partner’s

ankles to their thighs. You will also tie their arms behind their back, going under the breasts once

to lift and expose them. Do so with a rope or bondage tape. Make sure that your partner can lean

on something, like a couch. Possible scene for this position is forced orgasm, as your partner is

completely restrained. To do so you will need to stimulate your partner, forcing them to orgasm,

then continuing to do so for another orgasm and another and another.

Little froggy
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In this position you will only tie your partner's hands. Do so with handcuffs, rope, bondage tape,

or basically anything you can find to use for this purpose. Secure their hands by tying them to a

bedpost. You can also use a blindfold or scarf to limit their vision. Position their legs as it feels

most convenient for penetration. You can also hold their legs to deepen the penetration.

Tied to the bed frame

Tie your partner’s hands to a hook, curtain rod, or door hanger, then blindfold and gag them. This

position is great for controlling your partner’s orgasm. Caress their thighs, blow air on their

genitals, and use your hands and mouth to give pleasure. Feeling naughty? When your partner is

close to an orgasm, stop. Tell them that they’ll cum tomorrow. You can also give your slave a

reward by offering yourself from behind as you control the thrusts and let your partner enjoy

you completely.

Slave’s reward
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Use handcuffs to restrain your partner's hands behind their back. Tell your partner to kneel in

front of the doors, facing away. Then use a rope to secure handcuffs to a doorknob. Proceed to

face fuck your partner, holding their head. You can also place a suction cup dildo on the doors or

floor.

Bound to the doorknob

This position is done while sitting and can be done on the bed or floor. Gag your partner’s mouth

and lead them to sit on your lap, facing away from you. Restrain their arms behind their back. You

can support your upper body weight with one hand and use the other hand to playfully pull your

partner’s hair or arms. This way, you can control the speed and thrusts of riding.

Yeehaw
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Tie or handcuff your partner’s hands behind their back. Now, help position your partner on top of

yourself, facing towards you. Use your thighs to support your partner’s back. Ask your partner- or

command them - to bounce on top of you using their pelvis and knees. Feel free to put a collar

on your partner.

Let me see them bounce

Have your partner lay on their back. Lift up their legs over their head. Now tie their wrists and

ankles together. You can do so on the floor, on the bed, or even on the table. Let your partner

feel exposed for a minute or two and then use an ice cube to gently tease them on the inside of

their thighs. You can also add a warmed spoon for hot and cold play. Then, turn your back to your

partner and hold on to them as you slowly start bouncing on their cock.

Exposed
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In this position you will completely restrain your partner – it’s most comfortable on the bed. First

tie their arms behind their back, then their ankles to the thighs. Preferably do so with a rope or

bondage tape. You will be able to watch your partner squirm as you orally pleasure them. You

will also have complete control when entering from behind.

Completely restrained

For this position, your partner doesn’t have to be flexible, but will have to give you control. Sit

them down at the edge of a bed, couch, or even a chair. Instruct them to lift their arms and then

connect their arms with a rope. Do so by going over their mouth with the rope to gag them as

well. You will be able to watch your partner squirm while you give them oral pleasure, as they

will want to grab your hair.

Arm gag
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Position your partner on the edge of a bed or couch with their legs either hanging off the bed or

kneeling in front of the bed. Put your partner’s hands behind their back and tie them together

firmly. Now you can use tied hands to pull them towards you as you penetrate from behind. Feel

free to pull on their hair as well.

On the edge

Have your partner kneel in front of a couch and tie their hands behind their back. Bend them over

so their upper body is lying on a couch. Slowly prepare them for a butt plug using lube. Then,

place yourself in front of your partner while comfortably sitting on a couch. Place yourself by

your partner’s mouth and have them orally satisfy you while the butt plug is inside of them. Use

your hands to grab your partner’s hair and control the motion.

Plugged
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Restrain your partner’s hands behind their back. Put a collar around their neck, if you have it. You

can also use your hand for a light grip. Now push your partner’s head down and force them to

kneel so they can pleasure you orally.

Obedient

Tie your partner's hands behind their back. This can be done casually on any surface you prefer.

Use a feather tickler, pinwheel, riding crop, or flogger to gently tickle them all over their body.

Spend some extra time around the upper thighs and bottom. When your partner is teased to their

limit, engage in a sideways sex position.

Tickle time
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In this position you will only restrain one side of your partner’s body. Instruct your partner to lay

on their stomach and lift their leg as you use handcuffs to connect wrist to ankle. This position is

perfect for teasing before you enter your partner from the behind.

Sideway entrance

In this position you will tie your partner to the kitchen table where they will serve as your

dinner. You will tie their hands to one side of the table and their legs to the other side. Do so

with a rope or bondage tape. For restraining the legs, you can also use a spreader bar. You can

pick whether you want your partner on their back or on their stomach. Make sure that their legs

are as spread as you like. Now sit on a chair, come close to your plate, and eat eagerly.

Dinner is served
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Have your partner lie down on their back. You can choose to tie your partner's legs firmly

together, or spread wide. Use bondage tape to tie their legs together or a spreader bar to fixate

them wide. When the legs are secured, position yourself sideways for penetration.

Spread up high

Restrain your partner's hands and feet on opposite sides. You can do so on a bed using a bed

frame and legs. Your partner should be stretched wide, both hands and feet. You can choose

whether you want your partner to lie on their stomach or on their back. Now gag your partner.

This position is great for teasing. You can use a feather tickler, flogger, or just your hands and

tongue. After your partner can’t take it anymore, continue with oral sex or penetration.

Stretched like a star
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Tie your partner's hands and feet to the bedpost, while they are on their back. If you can’t use

your bed, try an under bed restraint system. Their feet can be spread wide or pulled closer. Kneel

above your partner and have them orally satisfy you. You can do so facing towards or away from

them.

I’m gonna sit on your face

To torture your partner by tickling, you need them to be tightly secured. This position is perfect

because their wrists are tied to their ankles, making it very hard to resist. Simply have your

partner lying on the bed and secure their wrists to their ankles on both sides. You can do so with

cuffs or bondage tape. To torture your partner, start with raking your nails all over their body.

You can also tease them with your breath, feather tickler, or flogger. Feel free to use a mouth

gag and nipple clippers.

Torture by tickling
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Lap ride

Tie your partner to the chair. Spread their legs and secure them to the front chair legs. Then, tie

their hands behind their back. Show your partner some sexy dance moves. The suggestion for this

pose is hot and cold play. To do this, make one cold and one hot drink. Now sip on the cold drink,

lick your partner all over, then sip on the hot drink and lick them all over again. Another way to

do hot and cold play is to prepare an ice cube and warmed spoon (make sure to try the warmth

on your hand before using it on your partner) and use them on your partner by exchanging hot

and cold sensations all over their body.
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Condoms

Lube

Anal lube

Flavored lube

5 Best Condoms to Buy in 2020

6 Best Lubes for Sex to Try in 2020

The Best Lube for Anal: We picked 4

System JO Vanilla Cream Flavored Lubricant 4 fl oz

Lovehoney Strawberry Flavored Lubricant 3.4 fl oz

Sliquid Swirl Pina Colada Flavored Lubricant 4.2 fl oz

Sliquid Swirl Tangerine Peach Flavored Lubricant 4.2 fl oz

Massage oil Lovehoney Oh! Strawberry Kissable Massage Oil 1.0 fl.oz

Tracey Cox Supersex Massage Oil 3.51 fl.oz

Sliquid Organics Serenity Massage Oil 4.2 fl.oz

Earthly Body Hemp Seed Massage Oil Gift Set (3 x 1 fl. oz)

Lovehoney Fresh Biodegradable Sex Toy & Body Wipes (25 Count)Toy cleaners

Lovehoney Fresh Toy Cleaner 3.4 fl. Oz

Lovehoney Fresh Toy Cleaner 8.5 fl. Oz

Bondage
scissors

Curve Tip Surgeon's Scissors

Safety scissors
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https://spicesoflust.com/best-condoms/
https://spicesoflust.com/best-sex-lube/
https://spicesoflust.com/best-anal-lube/
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-VanillaCream&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=31215
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-LHStraw&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=38430
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-SliquidPina&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=22110
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-SliquidTang&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=40881
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-StrawOil&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=31538
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-TraceyOil&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=34146
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-SliquidOil&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=27150
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-SeedOil&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=34200
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-essentials1&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=33960
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-essentials2&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=31584
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-essentials3&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=38382
https://www.stockroom.com/curb-tip-surgeon-s-scissors.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://www.stockroom.com/safety-scissors.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6


Vibrator Lovehoney Magic Bullet 10 Function Rainbow Bullet Vibrator

Lovehoney Silencer Whisper Quiet Classic Vibrator 7 Inch

Lovehoney Triple Tickler Realistic Purple G-Spot Dildo

Vibrator 5.5 inch

Fifty Shades of Grey Greedy Girl G-Spot Rabbit Vibrator

Dildo Lifelike Lover Classic Realistic Dildo 6 Inch

Doc Johnson Crystal Jellies Realistic Double-Ended Dildo 12 Inch

Lovehoney Spiral G-Spot Sensual Glass Dildo

Crystal Heart Wavy Glass Dildo 6 Inch

Suction cup
dildo

King Cock Ultra Realistic Girthy Suction Cup Dildo 8.5 Inch

8 Hot Ways To Use a Suction Cup Dildo

Strap-on Lovehoney Beginner's Unisex Strap-On Harness Kit with 5 Inch

Pegging Dildo

Lovehoney Advanced Unisex Strap-On Harness Kit with 7 Inch

G-Spot Dildo

Cock ring 7 Best Cock Rings and How To Use Them
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https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-BulletV&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=42549
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-SilencerVi&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=38263
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-TripleTicker&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=33259
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-50shadesVIBR&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=31710
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-SuctionLifelike&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=22814
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-DocJDildo&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=16747
https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=30947&wgu=265115_1401315_15983978874716_ae408dabe6&wgexpiry=1606173887&utm_source=Webgains&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=1401315&utm_content=
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-GlassHEartDildo&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=25734
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-KingCockSuctio&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=33933
https://spicesoflust.com/suction-cup-dildo/
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-strap2&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=28425
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-strap&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=30701
https://spicesoflust.com/best-cock-rings/


Lovehoney Butt Tingler 10 Function Vibrating Butt Plug 3.5 Inch

Remote
controlled toy

Lovehoney Secret Surprise 10 Function Remote Control

Bullet Vibrator

Review: Paula – Vibrating Kegel Kitty with Remote Control

Lovehoney Thrill Seeker 10 Function Remote Control

Love Egg Vibrator

Lovehoney Booty Shaker 10 Function Remote Control

Vibrating Butt Plug

Desire Luxury Rechargeable Remote Control Panty Vibrator

Lovehoney Deluxe Rechargeable Mini Gold Massage Wand VibratorMagic wand

Lovehoney Classic Plug In Massage Wand Vibrator

Magic Wand Rechargeable Extra Powerful Cordless Vibrator

Butt plug

Icicles No 48 Medium Glass Flower Butt Plug 3 Inch

Lovehoney Jeweled Metal Medium Butt Plug 3 Inch

Fifty Shades of Grey Something Forbidden Silicone Butt Plug

Lovehoney Pure Pleasure Sensual Glass Butt Plug
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https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-vibratingplug&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=28501
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-remoteBullet&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=38123
https://spicesoflust.com/review-kegel-kitty/
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-remoteEgg&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=38114
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-remoteplug1&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=38117
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-remoteV&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=36307
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-WandGold&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=41441
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-Wand2&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=33574
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-WandOriginal&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=34101
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-glassButtP&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=31111
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-diamondPlug&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=40365
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-50shadesplug&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=26071
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-glassPLug&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=32887
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Bondage rope Cotton Bondage Rope, 5mm x 30ft, Black

Bondage Boutique Soft Bondage Rope 10 Meter - Red

Bondage tape

Lovehoney Purple Bondage Tape

Bondage Tape, 2'' x 60ft

Handcuffs

Saffron Cuffs by Sportsheets

Lovehoney Black Furry Handcuffs

Wrist to thigh
restraint

DOMINIX Deluxe Leather Wrist to Thigh Restraint

Bondage Boutique Soft Wrist-to-Thigh Cuffs

Thigh, wrist and
ankle restraint

Review: Thigh, Wrist, and Ankle Restraint Set

Leather Hog TieHog-tie
restraint

Vondage Hog Tie

Review: Under the Bed Restraint System by SportsheetsUnder bed
restraint system

Bondage Boutique Black Bound to Please Under Mattress Restraint

https://www.stockroom.com/cotton-bondage-rope-5mm-x-30ft-black.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-rope&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=33486
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-tape&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=33309
https://www.stockroom.com/bondage-tape.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://www.bettystoybox.com/products/saffron-vegan-leather-adjustable-wrist-restraints-by-sportsheets?rfsn=3698114.1e4e0d&utm_source=refersion&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=3698114.1e4e0d
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-cuffs&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=80
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-wristtothighDomminx&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=34670
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-wristtothigh&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=30763
https://spicesoflust.com/purple-reins-thigh-wrist-and-ankle-restraint-set/
https://www.stockroom.com/leather-hog-tie.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://www.stockroom.com/vondage-hog-tie.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://spicesoflust.com/review-sportsheets-under-the-bed-restraint-system/
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-under&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=19809
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Door restraint Purple Reins Over-the-Door Restraint

Bondage Boutique Faux Snakeskin Over-the-Door Cuffs

Spreader bar

Adjustable Wrist and Ankle Spreaders

Bondage Boutique Expandable Spreader Bar with Leather Cuffs

Chastity device DOMINIX Deluxe Leather Lockable Female Chastity Belt

Bondage Boutique Deluxe Leather Female Chastity Belt

with Dildo and Butt Plug

DOMINIX Deluxe Chastity Cock Cage

Penis Prison w/ Pin Prick Lining, Leather Cock Strap

https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-overtheD2&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=40387
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-overtheD&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=40500
https://www.stockroom.com/adjustable-wrist-ankle-spreaders.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-Sbar&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=25619
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-femaleChast&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=35723
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-Chast&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=15753
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-chsatity&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=37791
https://www.stockroom.com/penis-prison-w-pin-prick-lining.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
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Lovehoney Oh! Satin BlindfoldBlindfold

Adjustable Blindfold, Black

Feather
tickler

Fifty Shades of Grey Tease Feather Tickler

Lovehoney Oh! Feather Tickler

Nipple clamps Lovehoney Tease Me Advanced Nipple Clamps with Heart Charms

Lovehoney Tease Me Adjustable Nipple Clamps

Buckling Collar w/Nipple Clamps

Nipple Play Adjustable Nipple Clamps with Chain

Wartenberg
pinwheel

Wartenberg Pinwheel: Enhance Foreplay (Review + Guide)

Wax Play Candle PitcherWax candle

Earthly Body Trio 3-in-1 Mini Massage Candles (3 x 2oz Pack)

Electro
stimulation

Doc Johnson The Stinger Electro Play Wand

BDSM Collar Guide for a Happy SubmissiveCollar

Leash Bondage Boutique Chain Lead with Leather Handle

DOMINIX Deluxe Leather Handle Chain Leash

Premium Garment Leather Leash, 2.5'

https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-blindf&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=28736
https://www.stockroom.com/adjustable-blindfold.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-tickler2&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=26082
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-tickler&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=31013
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-nipple&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=31535
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-nipple2Adju7st&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=31536
https://www.stockroom.com/buckling-collar-w-nipple-clamps.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-nipplewchain&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=39244
https://spicesoflust.com/wartenberg-wheel/
https://www.stockroom.com/wax-play-candle-pitcher-purple.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-Wax&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=19019
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-electrowA&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=38583
https://spicesoflust.com/bdsm-collars/
https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=30766&wgu=265115_1401315_15983988124891_309a1e82a0&wgexpiry=1606174812&utm_source=Webgains&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=1401315&utm_content=
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-DomixLeash&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=29737
https://www.stockroom.com/premium-garment-leather-leash-2-5.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
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Premium Garment Leather Silicone Ball GagBall gag

Fetish Fantasy Breathable Ball Gag Training System (3 Balls)

O-ring and
other gags

Silicone Bit Gag

DOMINIX Deluxe Silicone O-Ring Gag

The Spider Gag

Flogger Purple Reins Beginners Flogger

DOMINIX Deluxe Leather Flogger

Red Devil Leather Flogger

24" Basic Leather Flogger

Glass Handle Flogger with Suede Falls

Spanking
paddle

Sex & Mischief Heart Faux Leather Slapper Paddle

Bondage Boutique Faux Leather Spanking Paddle

Gentle Persuasions Paddle, Black

Tantus Silicone Mini Tawse, Black

Riding crop Lovehoney Red Heart Riding Crop

Bondage Boutique Slim Leather Riding Crop

https://www.stockroom.com/premium-garment-leather-silicone-ball-gag.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-ballG&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=15706
https://www.stockroom.com/silicone-bit-gag.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6/
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-DominixOring&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=28813
https://www.stockroom.com/the-spider-gag.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-Purpleflogger&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=35521
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-flogger&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=36901
https://www.stockroom.com/red-devil-leather-flogger.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://www.stockroom.com/24-basic-leather-flogger.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://www.stockroom.com/glass-handle-flogger-with-suede-falls.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-paddle&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=40044
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-BondageBspankingpadle&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=32383
https://www.stockroom.com/gentle-persuasions-paddle-black.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://www.stockroom.com/tantus-silicone-mini-tawse-black.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=33632&wgu=265115_1401315_15984560307501_423b324dee&wgexpiry=1606232030&utm_source=Webgains&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=1401315&utm_content=#customer_reviews
https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=15825&wgu=265115_1401315_15984560590364_755fc6e384&wgexpiry=1606232059&utm_source=Webgains&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=1401315&utm_content=


Seven 'til Midnight Kitty Headband

pjur Cult Easy Latex Dressing Aid 3.4 fl. Oz

Fifty Shades of Grey Masks On Masquerade Mask (Twin Pack)Fetish mask

Mistress Mask

Kristine Decal Mask

Louise Decal Mask

Rubber Executioner's Hood

The Kitten Headband

Seven 'til Midnight Lace Eye Mask

Gloves Lovehoney Black Wet Look Elbow-Length Gloves

Lovehoney Plus Size Black Wet Look Elbow-Length Gloves

Lovehoney Black Elbow-Length Lace Gloves

Lovehoney Plus Size Black Elbow-Length Lace Gloves

Spanking skirt Rubber Girl Latex Spanking Mini Skirt

Catsuit

Lovehoney Plus Size Fierce Wet Look Zipper Catsuit

Cottelli Wet Look Catsuit with Concealed Zips
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https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=31270&wgu=265115_1401315_15983992742412_65a7127e38&wgexpiry=1606175274&utm_source=Webgains&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=1401315&utm_content=
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-Latexskirt&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=36783
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-50shadesmask&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=30885
https://www.stockroom.com/mistress-mask.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://www.stockroom.com/kristine-decal-mask.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://www.stockroom.com/louise-decal-mask.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://www.stockroom.com/rubber-executioner-s-hood.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://www.stockroom.com/the-kitten-headband.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-7mask&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=31271
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-gloves1&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=39632
https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=39633&wgu=265115_1401315_15984561055182_ca17e3069a&wgexpiry=1606232105&utm_source=Webgains&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=1401315&utm_content=
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-gloves3&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=39634
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-gloves4&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=39635
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-Spankingskirt&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=25467
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-catsuit2&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=41313
https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=33938&wgu=265115_1401315_15984561511115_6e288ef5ef&wgexpiry=1606232151&utm_source=Webgains&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=1401315&utm_content=


Baci Plus Size Sexy Schoolgirl Costume

Fever Nurse StethoscopeNurse costume

Lovehoney Fantasy Naughty Nurse Costume

Lovehoney Fantasy Plus Size Naughty Nurse Costume

Dreamgirl Working Late Sexy Secretary Costume

Secretary
outfit

Lovehoney Sexy Costume Glasses

Baci Lingerie Sheer Black Knee High Socks

Lovehoney Fantasy Plus Size Sexy Secretary Costume

Schoolgirl
uniform

Lovehoney Fantasy White Schoolgirl Socks

Leg Avenue White Lace Ankle Socks

Lovehoney Fantasy Schoolgirl Skirt & Tie Set

Lovehoney Fantasy Plus Size Schoolgirl Skirt and Tie

Baci Lingerie Sexy Schoolgirl Tie Front White Top and Skirt Set

Flight attendant
costume

Leg Avenue Blue Fishnet Fantasy Flight Attendant

Costume
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ROLE PLAY COSTUMES AND GEAR

https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-schoolgirlsuni4&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=38408
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-nursestet&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=34934
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-nurse1&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=34089
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-nurse2&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=34091
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-secretary&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=24058
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-fakeglasses&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=34951
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-schoolgirlsocks2&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=32546
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-secretary2&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=39887
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-schoolgirlsocks&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=36880
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-schoolgirlsocks3&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=33737
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-schoolgirlsuni1&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=36253
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-schoolgirlsuni2&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=36256
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-schoolgirlsuni3&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=38697
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-flightattendant&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=40527
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Men's
costumes

LHM Tuxedo Men's Thong

Male Power Sexy Cop Costume

LHM Male Stripper Collar and Cuff Kit

Lovehoney Fantasy Officer Frisk-em Costume

Envy Sexy Fireman Trunks and Suspenders Set

Lovehoney Fantasy Doctor Goodbody Costume

Male Power Cocky Cowboy Costume

LHM Tuxedo Boxer Shorts

Lovehoney Fantasy Plus Size French Maid Costume

French maid Coquette Kissable French Maid Mesh Babydoll Set

Escante Underwired Sexy French Maid Outfit

Lovehoney Black French Maid Strappy Thong

Lovehoney Plus Size Black French Maid Strappy Thong

https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-male4&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=33908
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-male2&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=33721
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-male1&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=34027
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-male8&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=41524
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-male3&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=34804
https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=41528&wgu=265115_1401315_15984018654599_38fc06df0b&wgexpiry=1606177865&utm_source=Webgains&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=1401315&utm_content=
https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=44901&wgu=265115_1401315_15984562539094_19b014329d&wgexpiry=1606232253&utm_source=Webgains&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=1401315&utm_content=
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-male5&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=33904
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-maid2&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=34052
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-maid1&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=18856
https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=36565&wgu=265115_1401315_15984562114864_2688a3528c&wgexpiry=1606232211&utm_source=Webgains&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=1401315&utm_content=
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-maid4&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=39963
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-maid5&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=39964
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SETS AND KITS

Lovehoney Wild Weekend Mega Couple's Sex Toy Kit (11 Piece)

Toys Lovehoney Turn Me On Clitoral Vibrator Kit (6 Piece)

Anal toys Fifty Shades of Grey Take It Slow Gift Set (4 Piece)

Lovehoney Get Started Beginner's Anal Kit (4 Piece)

Bondage Lovehoney Oh! Get Started Tie & Tease Kit (4 Piece)

Lovehoney All Tied Up Bondage Play Kit (8 Piece)

Lovehoney All You Need Bondage Kit (20 Piece)

https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-kit4&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=35238
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-kit1&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=37699
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-kit2&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=41144
https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=35236&wgu=265115_1401315_1598401073645_353a0c41ce&wgexpiry=1606177073&utm_source=Webgains&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=1401315&utm_content=
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-kit0&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=36878
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-kit3&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=38749
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-kit5&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=39466


Click on the link above and find the product in their store to get

10% off your whole order.

Lovehoney - 10% off 

Use code SPICES10 at checkout to get 10% off. Excludes

BDSM furniture and sex machines.

(For UK readers)

Stockroom - 10% off

Betty’s Toy Box - 10% off

Use code SPICES10 at checkout to get 10% off.

Emojibator - 10% off

Use code SPICESOFLUST10 at checkout to get 10% off.
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https://www.stockroom.com/premium-garment-leather-silicone-ball-gag.html?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://www.lovehoney.com/offers/honeyx10?wgu=265115_1401315_15981115088789_11317707c6&wgexpiry=1605887508&utm_source=Webgains&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=1401315&utm_content=
https://www.lovehoney.com/offers/honeyx10?wgu=265115_1401315_15981115088789_11317707c6&wgexpiry=1605887508&utm_source=Webgains&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=1401315&utm_content=
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-ballG&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=15706
https://www.lovehoney.co.uk/offers/honeyx10?wgu=12161_1401315_15981115956208_d607f88cc4&wgexpiry=1605887595&utm_source=Webgains&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=1401315&utm_content=
https://www.stockroom.com/?acc=1a3f91fead97497b1a96d6104ad339f6
https://www.bettystoybox.com/?rfsn=3698114.1e4e0d&utm_source=refersion&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=3698114.1e4e0d
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-ballG&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=15706
https://emojibator.com/?utm_source=affiliate&utm_campaign=spicesoflust&utm_medium=influencer
https://track.webgains.com/click.html?wgcampaignid=1401315&wgprogramid=265115&clickref=TEKSI-ballG&wgtarget=https://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=15706


THANK
YOU

for being a part of

our journey


